
Unearth Data-Driven Insights

Better Data Drives Automation and Compliance
Adlib’s AI-powered solutions are helping heavily regulated companies, including Financial Services, 
Pharmaceuticals, and Manufacturing fully automate the discovery, classification, and intelligent extraction of 
vital data from contracts. Automation increases operational efficiency, accelerates time to value from M&A 
activity, and provides full visibility into potential risks from changing regulations such as GDPR/CCPA, IBOR/LIBOR, 
and IFRS 16/17. That’s the power of Adlib Insight.

Hindsight Insight is 20/20

Analyze your organization’s contract data to identify business risk 
and compliance challenges.

Accelerate contract understanding to address new and changing 
regulations.ance challenges.

Empower your team with data-driven contract insights to identify 
new opportunities. ance challenges.

Deeper Contract Analysis for Improved Insight into Risk,  
Compliance, and Business Performance 



CLICK HERE

Built For Highly Regulated Industries
Adlib solutions leverage innovative AI, NLU, and ML technologies with a scalable, extensible platform designed 
to solve the most challenging contract analytics use cases in banking, insurance, manufacturing and beyond. 
Whether it is dealing with ingesting M&A content, reacting to new or changing regulations, or optimizing buy/sell-
side contract processes; Adlib is ready to exceed your expectations.

 GDPR, CCPA, Gramm Leach Billey

 Brexit

 LIBOR / IBOR

Schedule a demo to learn how Adlib powers 
deeper data analysis for true operational 
excellence and end-to-end process automation.  

Drive Greater Insights 
 from your Contracts

or call 1.866.991.1704 to schedule a 
 30-minute hands-on solution overview.

 QFC / SR 14-1 / Dodd-Frank 165

 IDSA, CSA

 MiFIDII

 Lease Agreements, IFRS 16/17

 M&A

 AML, FINRA, KYC

CONTRACT ANALYTICS USE CASES

Solution Overview

Data Privacy
Find and remediate PII to comply with 
GDPR, CCPA and other regulations

Risk
Identify and extract terms, dates, rates, 
etc. to address LIBOR, Brexit and IFRS

Compliance
Discover, classify and extract data to 
meet RRP, KYC and AML mandates

Operational Efficiency
Insights from data for supply-chain 
optimization and regulatory reporting

Contract 
Analytics

Drive Greater Insights 
from your Contracts

CLICK HERE
or call 1.866.991.1704 to schedule a 
30-minute hands-on solution overview.

Schedule a demo to learn how Adlib 
powers deeper data analysis for true 
operational excellence and 
end-to-end process automation.  

SCHEDULE A DEMO
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